THE THICKET is a fictional podcast, hosted
by journalist Bryce Derrickson, which explores
entertaining personalities and odd curiosities
in and around the town of Robbinsville, N.C.
Situated on the edge of the Great Smoky
Mountains, the wilderness area surrounding
Robbinsville is known to locals simply as
"The Thicket".
Years ago, this densely forested area began to
yield never-before-seen animal species which, in
turn, led to a booming rural zoo industry. Today,
Robbinsville has more zoos per person than any
other place in the world: seven within its small city
limits and several more in the county.
What the entertainment industry is to Hollywood,
zoos are to Robbinsville - now a mecca of animal
spectacle. Visitors to the region are able to
view newly discovered creatures; Horned Rats,
Thunder Crows, Forsythe Leopards, White-Legged
Tarantulas, Swan Frogs, the ever-elusive Laser
Bat… the list goes on.
With this influx of tourism came money. With
money came taxation and government regulation
and crime. Now this complex web of power is full
of local stories and whispered gossip. Thankfully,
there’s a boots-on-the-ground guide to report
these local curiosities and exploitations--

When Bryce moves from busy Brooklyn to sleepy
Robbinsville for a job at the local paper he’s
surprised to find such a frenetic microcosm of
zoological interest. He’s shocked by the impact
the animals and the zoo industry have on the
town, but more than that, intrigued by how
nonplussed the townspeople are by their surreal
setting:

What’s with all the zoos?
Where are these animals coming from?
Who’s getting rich on these oddities?
Fortunately, Bryce has decided to share his
discoveries via podcast - the world needs to hear
the fascinating stories of Robbinsville. Bryce is
the voice of the audience’s wonder; he’s excited
and mystified as he unboxes Robbinsville with a
friendly curiosity.
Bryce has also enlisted the help of some newly
acquired friends: an over-achieving high school
intern named Poppy and a mildly crude TV
personality named Will Wintergreen. Each week
these gumshoes catalog the unexplainable events
and document the unbelievable characters of the
Thicket.

THE THICKET is always unexpected, thought
provoking, and entertaining. Throughout the
season it encompasses many genres including
drama, comedy, and thriller. One of the most
intriguing features of THE THICKET is its ability
to weave together creative fiction through wellestablished nonfictional methods.

Imagine a fictional ‘This American Life’
exploring the characters and events
of a quirky Twin-Peaks-esque world.
The listener accompanies Bryce and team as they
report on these curious characters and unusual
situations, through a perspective so grounded
that fact and fiction are blurred.
Episodes start with an introduction from Bryce
who lays out the theme of the show. He then
guides audiences through segments about
pertinent events in Robbinsville, each relevant to
the theme.
Content type varies from found audio, first person
interviews, commentary on a recent happenings,
event coverage, etc. As Bryce seeks to describe
what it’s like to be in Robbinsville, his subjects
cover a broad spectrum; from everyday people
to those in the seat of power, from high school
students to the town mayor.

•

Bryce walks us through the very first new animal
discovery years ago in Robbinsville, an event that
tragically coincides with the death of two children.

•

Will Wintergreen interviews a zoo owner who
is dismayed at Lincoln Park Zoo’s choice not
to acquire any of the Robbinsville new species,
which may or may not have to do with the owner
himself.

•

Poppy shares her friends’ efforts to change the
high school mascot to a rumored, but unverified
new species: the Laser Bat.

•

Bryce gets a rare peek into the illegal zoo trade
by a game warden who combats poaching one
tagged animal at a time.

•

Bryce and Will have a heated discussion after
Will ambushes the mayor with recorded questions
about her alleged affair.

•

The peculiar murder of an iconic zoo master in
town has Bryce and Poppy wondering what really
happened and who would do such as a thing.

Welcome to The Thicket
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